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Experience

Opportunities in narrow-web
flexible packaging
Labels, Tags & Inserts to expand presence in growing markets through
investment in cutting-edge equipment
Flexible packaging is a dynamic market. It offers opportunities as well as
challenges. As a result there’s no shortage of top-notch companies willing
to tackle those challenges head on and compete for a share of this growing
market. Although the number of competitors has been falling over the years,
mainly through mergers and acquisitions, there’s still a formidable list of
some large companies vying head-to-head in a highly competitive landscape.
This does not mean that smaller companies can’t compete in the flexible
packaging market or even that newcomers can’t get a foothold. In a segment
that is characterized by innovation, there are always opportunities for
knowledgeable companies to make their mark.

L

abels, Tags & Inserts (LTI) located in Burlington, NC, USA, is
one of those knowledgeable flexographic printing companies that
has had a presence in the flexible
packaging market for much of its
21 years in operation. Although
flexible packaging has been a relatively small portion of its business,
the company produces a variety of
heat seal and laminate pouches and
is positioning itself for further
growth in this segment. What
makes LTI distinctive in the flexible
packaging market is that it is a narrow-web flexographic printer that
combines its market and technical
knowledge with cutting-edge
equipment to compete successfully

against larger flexible packaging
companies in certain segments of
flexible packaging.
Traditional values

LTI is a family-owned business that
operates with the enduring values
of integrity, loyalty, and hard work.
Rhonda Baker, president of LTI,
says the company works with one
motto in mind: your success is our
success. “Our team of print and design experts listens to our customers,” says Baker. “We ask about and
understand their needs and goals,
and make personalized recommendations to help their products stand
out on the retail shelf. We can

LTI’s management team
(from left): Leoma Baker
(Secretary), Rhonda Baker
(President); Jim Baker
(Facilities Manager);
Leroy Baker (Founder)
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guarantee exceptional quality,
minimal waste, and maximum savings – all with the quickest turnaround. It’s your brand but it’s our
priority.”
LTI’s roots in flexographic printing go back a long way, as far back
as the latter part of the 1950s. Baker’s father, Leroy Baker, got into
flexo printing at that time beginning what would become a lifelong love for printing. He started a
printing plate company in the
1970s (called Roto-Plate, Inc.) and
spent about 25 years supplying
flexographic printers with printing
plates and many times, with free
consulting services. “My father
would work all day at our printing
plate company and then go help
customers long into the night to
get their four-colour process up to
par,” recalls Baker.
As technology developed over
the years it became easier for flexo
printers to bring plate making inhouse. Leroy Baker saw the opportunity to put his extensive knowledge of plate making, prepress, and
printing into a more rewarding endeavor. He sold Roto-Plate and
founded LTI in 1994 as a high-quality four-colour flexo printer.
The new company reflected the
same traditional values. As a family-owned business “our integrity is
our word,” emphasizes Rhonda
Baker. “People know that what we
say we are going to do is what we
will do. You don’t have as many
family-run businesses today where
your handshake is your word.”
Integrity and loyalty formed the
foundation of the new company
right from the start. LTI continued
to use Roto-Plate as a supplier for
its printing plates for many years
to help ensure a successful transition under new ownership. Roto-Plate is still in business today,
operating down the street from LTI.
It was important, too, that the new
company respected the businesses
of Roto-Plate’s existing printing
customers. It built its own client
base over the years through wordof-mouth and let its top-quality
printing capabilities do the selling.
“We’ve never had a direct sales
force,” states Baker. “I am the sales
force and I try to network wherever
I can. We don’t go after everything;
we seek out companies that we can
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help with solutions that make our
relationships a good fit. We identify certain companies and tell them
what we’re about. Our equipment
sells a lot of what we have to offer.”
LTI prides itself on being a highly efficient operation, using Martin
Automatic butt splicers and automatic transfer rewinders or AB
Graphic turrets on several of its
Mark Andy printing presses.
“When we start a job we’re not going to stop the press until it’s finished,” says Baker. “We don’t’ have
to stop to take off waste rolls or put
on new rolls.”

The acquisition of the Mark
Andy P7 allowed the company to do more types of
pouches, more competitively

Investing in cutting-edge
equipment

Along with its small but growing
footprint in flexible packaging, LTI
produces a wide range of label
configurations. These include bar
code labels; clear, no-look labels;
coupons; expanded content; peal
and reseal; scratch and sniff; security; shrink sleeve; tamper evident;
tub, lid, and canister labels; and
many others. LTI markets include
apparel, consumer products, food

and beverage, health and beauty,
lottery, nutraceuticals, and promotional/direct mailing. Geographically, LTI has a global presence
with customers in North America,
China, Belgium, England, and elsewhere.
They operate six Mark Andy
presses, with 27 employees. “We

Experience. Knowledge.Innovation.
The best solution for your solvents:

have been with Mark Andy since
we opened,” says Baker. “They have
been a great partner and work diligently with us to achieve the best
results for our customers, often
customizing a press to meet our
needs.” A benefit of being with one
press supplier is that a lot can be
accomplished with minimum in-

Distillation unit type ROTOmaX
technically mature
highly efficient
high recovery rate of valuable
solvents
fully automated distillation process
integrated linkage to inline cleaning
systems
short amortization times
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ventory. Baker points to its anilox
roll inventory as an example. “I
can buy a lot of anilox rollers for
all the different ranges and have
them available for all the samewidth presses.”
The lineup of Mark Andy presses
includes four 13-inch presses: a
two-colour 2200 series with an extended frame; an eight-colour
5000 series press with a Martin Automatic butt splicer on the front
end and Martin Automatic transfer
rewind at the back end; a 2200
eight-colour; and a four-colour
2200 with a Martin Automatic butt
splicer and a custom AB Graphic
turret on the back end. This latter
press also includes customized
software that enables print stations
to engage and disengage on the
run. According to Baker, by working with Mark Andy and AB
Graphic LTI was able to take a line
of business that was being done in
three different departments and do
it in one pass. Finally, a seven-inch
six-colour 2200 with a CTC turret

and its most recent acquisition, a
Mark Andy eight-colour 20-inch
Performance Series P7 press round
out LTI’s operation.
LTI’s willingness to invest in automation and state-of-the-art press
technology has certainly paid dividends. Previously, the company
ran a two-shift operation, but has
been able to cut back to a one-shift
operation while supporting significantly more throughput. “We are
probably doing 40% more work on
this one shift, supported by overtime as needed,” says Baker. “Our
team will work until the job is
done.”
In 2007, LTI decided to invest in
a Kodak Flexcel NX plate making
system and begin making its own
plates in-house. According to Baker, by leveraging the capabilities of
the Kodak system and its own extensive press finger printing efforts,
the company can put a job on press
and “pretty much come right up to
colour without much setup or
waste. The NX can produce a very

small dot; it’s a great system and
does a beautiful job.” Baker also attributes their success in colour
matching to the use of a Mark
Andy plate mounting system, a
SPEC ink dispensing system, com-

LTI leverages the capabilities
of the Kodak Flexcel NX plate
making system and its own
extensive finger printing
efforts to put a job on press
and come up to colour with
minimal setup and waste
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puterized colour mixing, daily
Flexo Wash anilox roller cleaning,
and an X-Rite spectrodensitometer.
Growth in flexible packaging

The purchase of the 20-inch P7
press was a significant investment
for LTI driven to a large extent by
the company’s desire to take further advantage of the growing
flexible packaging market. “We’ve
always been in pouches and shrink
sleeves,” says Baker, “we just weren’t that efficient with it until we
got the P7. That was one reason for
the purchase of the P7 because we
saw that we wanted to do more in
this segment. I’d say it’s a small
part of our line up right now but
we are looking for that to grow.”
Most of LTI’s current business in
heat seal pouches is for general
consumer products. Food, which is
a major market for flexible packaging, is currently a small percentage
of its business. “We are moving
more and more into the nutraceutical market,” reports Baker. “It seems
to be opening up a bit and it’s
something I’m pushing for.”

“Most of LTI’s current business
in heat seal pouches is for
general consumer products.”
LTI supplies its pouch products
primarily in roll form, but will supply sheeted product as needed. Its
customers convert and package
their products using commercially
available form/fill/seal machines.
LTI does not currently do any
pouch forming, but this could be
something they will provide at
some later time. “We are willing to
work with our customers and invest in equipment, but we don’t
have any pouch forming equipment as yet,” states Baker.
An important consideration for
suppliers of flexible packaging
products is the wide range and
complexity of substrate constructions. LTI uses the most common
materials including polystyrene
and many different types of polypropylene. “Usually our customers
specify what type of materials to
use because there’s so many different laminate pouches that are created to do this or to do that,” reports Baker. “The customer usually

knows which pouch material they
need. [Flexible packaging] makes
labels seem so simple.”
If a specified material construction is not readily available, LTI
provides all its lamination needs
in-house. Having a strong relationship with ink and adhesive suppliers is an important element for success, notes Baker. “There are many
different substrate constructions,
which can make it tricky.”
LTI uses three or four different
suppliers for its water-based materials, its UV materials, and its adhesives. Many of these suppliers have
been with the company since its
founding in 1994. “When we create
a new lamination, we will do this
in-house,” says Baker. “Many of
our employees have been with us a
long time and they know what they
are doing. But if it gets to a point
where it’s just not working out,
we’ll bring in one of our suppliers
for help.”
The acquisition of the Mark
Andy P7 press opened up the door
for the company to do many more
types of pouches and be more competitive, says Baker. “The P7 allows
us to laminate in-line with adhesives that fully dry with the heaters
on the P7. In the past the heaters
didn’t have the capacity to set the
adhesive. So one thing we are really excited about is that now we can
use our narrow-web equipment to
compete in a wide-web market that
is try ing to do smaller quantities.

Instead of laminating materials offline and letting them sit on the
floor for 24 hours, we are able to
do it all in-line with one pass.”
Baker also notes that the 20-inch
width of its P7 press allows them to
do more pouch work. “It is a better
fit for some of our pouches,” she
says. “Most of the narrow-web
printing companies aren’t going to
have 20-inch capability. Some are,
yes, but most of it is 13 inch. When
you look at the operating costs of a
20-inch press, such things as dies
and cylinders, it’s nowhere near the
cost of a printing plate of a wideweb job. The wide-web companies
do a great job for the long runs, but
when customers require only 10 or
20 thousand pouches they are still
going to be paying for the wideweb press. So we can step into the
arena and really compete with the
big boys.”

LTI’s ability to do precise
colour matching is also a
result of its use of a Mark
Andy plate mounting system
(shown), a SPEC ink
dispensing system,
computerized colour mixing,
daily Flexo Wash anilox
roller cleaning, and an XRite
spectrodensitometer

On the cutting edge

LTI’s success stems from the application of traditional values of integrity, loyalty, and hard work,
combined with a commitment to
invest in new equipment and technology. “The market is growing
and we look forward to the opportunity to help our customers by offering many of the new options
available. The printing industry
evolves constantly, and we’re committed to keeping our clients right
at the cutting edge.”
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